
HELLO, I AM RIKO SHIBATA FROM JAPAN

Nelson College for Girls is a girls' school located in Nelson, New Zealand. I have been studying at NCG for 2 years 
and I am now in Year 13 which is my last year of studying in New Zealand. I am having an enjoyable time with 
my friends here at NCG. In the classes, kiwi students are very active and friendly, so you can learn many things 
while having fun with your classmates. Even if you are not good at English at first, just trying whatever you are 
interested in is very important. Joining the sports teams or the choir would be nice as well. Teachers at NCG are 
also very kind to the students, so if you are stuck or find any problems with your school life, they will definitely 
help you out at any time.

There is a variety of events held throughout the year, too. For example, Athletics Day, Swimming Sports Day, 
Cultural Diversity Day, HPAC, House Sports Day and so on. On these days, the students are very excited and have 
fun together. I performed the fisherman dance as a member of Japanese group on Cultural Diversity Day and I 
also joined in the dancers in HPAC. These became enjoyable and precious memories at NCG.

Nelson is often called "sunny Nelson" because of its warm weather throughout the year compared to other cities. 
There are also many beautiful nature spots in Nelson and I think studying in a quiet environment surrounded by 
lovely scenery is a good experience especially for a student who is from a big city.

I have been staying in the school boarding house named Clarice Johnstone House since I first came to New 
Zealand. There are two types of buildings which are called Main House and Levels. In the Main House, Year 9-12 
students are mainly staying and they normally share the rooms with their roommates. It is really good to have 
a roommate because you can make a lot of friends quite easily. The Levels is the building for Year 13 students. 
All Year 13 students have their own room, so they can use their time quite freely and focus on their school work 
much harder. You can also stay in a homestay during the school holidays.

If you decided to go to Nelson College for Girls, you could spend an enjoyable and fulfilling school life with a lot 
of nice friends and amazing teachers in the peaceful city of Nelson. There are also so many valuable experiences 
which you can never have in Japan.


